
Shamanism 301 Class 3 

 

 

Opening the Four Directions 

Four directions – tawantin suyukuna 

South – way of the healer/past/Serpent 

West – way of the warrior/move beyond limitations/Jaguar 

North – way of the teacher or seer/time/Hummingbird 

East – way of the visionary to see into other realms/new dream/Condor/Eagle 

Hold your heart at the end– Sonqo  

Include yourself in the opening of sacred space 

 

Keeping feeding your Muki Crystal 

 

Temple of Grief and Sadness 

Llaki Huaca  

Temple of Grief and Sadness 

New Beginnings 

Llaki huaca (llaki means sad) 

Pachamama stone 

Alcyone or K’anchaq qoto (7
th

 star of the Pleiades) 

Black 

Most people believe that grief is a bad thing, but this can be considered a new beginning 

Journey 

Middle World Journey to the Temple of Grief and Sadness while holding Pachamama stone 

in left hand over your heart  

Visualize a time when you were sad or experienced grief  



Visualize a garden and tending that garden   

What gifts does your garden offer you? 

What is your new beginning? What is blooming? 

Pick something from your garden and blow that into your stone to represent the chamber of 

grief and sadness and new beginnings 

Temple of Wisdom 

YACHAQ HUACA 
Temple of Wisdom 

Sacred Knowledge 

Yachaq huaca 

2
nd

 Lighting Stone 

Atlas or Kuraq qoto (Father star of the Pleiades) 

Gold 

Temple of Wisdom 

9
th

 last temple 

Located next to the temple of joy 

Giver and feeds the temple of joy 

We also see this when we explore the #9 and its shape. 

Giving compassion to everyone with a generous downward spout 

Personal wisdom, pure wisdom from this life and past lives 

Journey 

Journey to the Temple of Wisdom 

Holding the 2
nd

 lightening stone in left hand over your heart 

Observe the landscape and ask for a medicine gift that will open you to sacred knowledge 

Blow the medicine gift into the stone to activate it to the temple of wisdom 

Journey 

Middle World 

Journey to the 5
th

 chamber and connect to all 9 temples 

Connect all the mesa stones you used to this energy 

Send a message to Pachamama asking for your hearts desires to manifest 



Homework 

Write 4 key words related to what you wish for in this life, what is in your heart’s desire to 

bring into this world? 

Place with a pink flower and put it in your mesa 

Homework 

Place 9 mesa stones (1 representing each temple) into the shape of a heart   

Blow in each stone your feelings about the temple it represents   

Place near you when you sleep 

Feed the heart with flowers or incense   

Examine your dreams the next morning 

Alt. you can use 9 randomly collected stones.  Just blow into each stone for the temple it 

represents, but when you are done, return the stones to nature or leave them outside   

Homework 

Journey to any of the 9 temples 

Place mesa under your left hand or on your 5
th

 chamber of your heart 

Expand the energy 

Hucha Mikhuq 

Cleanse the body 

Hucha Mikhuq 

Hucha either goes directly into the Earth or into the bowl of water 

You can use a bowl of water  

Make sure the bowl is non-porous 

You can dump the water out a later time if necessary 

Hucha Mikhuq 

Rid to the body of hucha energy  

Pachamama converts it into sami energy 

Never perform this indoors or dump the used water in your indoor pipes 

That would send negative energy to your pipes and building 

Hucha Mikhuq 

Begin outside  

Use your right hand to open our qosqo 



Turn 3x counterclockwise and pull open the chakra door 

Close your eyes and see the hucha energy flowing out of the qosqo and into Pachamama 

Hucha Mikhuq 

When it feels complete, close the chakra 

Turn 3x clockwise and close the door 

If you used a bowl return the water to Pachamama 

Moving water source 

Or into the Earth 

Optional pour some Florida Water or another offering to Pachamama  

Cord Cutting & Removals 

Separating Cords 

Alma taq’ay 

Commonly used to remove unhelpful ancestral cords. Cut cords to living being and removals 

for deceased or attachments 

East lightening stone 

Transform energy and fire/lightening is quick 

Makes connection with the physical body while making it feel secure 

Layers of the Kay pacha and chambers  

Wide awake “journey” visual going to these layers and chambers 

Cutting Cords 

First you place the lightening stone between the feet of the client 

Open the navel 3x circle counterclockwise (floating) 

Open the Wiraqochas of both you and client 

Place lightening stone on the navel (also acts as a barrier/protection for the shaman) 

Even though you have a connection with the crystal separate your connection to the 

client's energy 

Cutting Cords 

Give thanks and gratitude to the layers (anyi/reciprocity). Acknowledge Huascar 

Sit behind the head and hold the back of head with both hands 

Feel for the energetic deepening points on the back of the head 

Also, you may rub behind the ears for the release points as well 



This will start the journey to the layers 

1
st

 layer goes to the chamber of issues to see the source of the issue and see the situation 

from all angles, just observing no removal or cuttings yet 

Cutting Cords 

Go to the 2
nd

 layer and ask for help from the hucha eaters, digest the heavy energy first 

Then when you feel the hucha process has completed 

Go back to the 1
st

 layer and enter the chamber of the soul 

There you will be told what to cut 

Cutting Cords 

Every time you cut a cord you blow and send the energy to the light 

Separate the energy by making an X over the navel (start on the right side) 

Make an X over each shoulder 

Close the navel by making 3 circles in a clockwise direction 

Close wirachocha 

Removals 

If the person is dead or it’s an entity/attachment, then do a removal and then a cord cutting 

Go to the second layer for extractions, do as instructed 

When fully complete close the wirachocha 

Centering Symbol 

Centering Symbol 

Center yourself 

Over the navel make small circle in a clockwise direction 

Visualize creating a pure energetic layer for your soul 

Make a second circle clockwise around the first 

Intention to surround yourself with purity 

Make a third circle clockwise around the second 

Create a pure energy around the body and energy field 

Centering Symbol 

Close the circles 

Make a cross on the third circle 



Vertically from bottom to top and reverse 

Then repeat the process with second and first circles 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Hucha cleansing technique 

Everything is made out of Sami 

Saminchakuy – working with the sami energy, taking action with sami energy 

Client write down all the hucha they remember from childhood until now 

Burn the paper in a ceremonial fire (rip and burn later) 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Open the Wiraqocha on both you and the client 

Open the second, fourth, and sixth chakras 

Turning counterclockwise 3x 

Intention of let the hucha fall to Pachamama 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Call Saminchakuy, Saminchakuy, Saminchakuy, hampuy, hampuy, hampuy 

Receive the sami light from above  

Bring the sami with your hands into the energy field of the client 

Concentrate on bringing the energy to their heart 

Tullunchakuy – bring pure energy to the bones 

Call Tullunchakuy, Tullunchakuy, Tullunchakuy 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Place your hands on the shoulders and let the Tullunchakuy go into the bones 

Yawarchakuy – bringing pure energy and oxygen to the blood, also a mesa stone blessing, 
which re-energizes the energy the blood of the stones 

Call Yawarchakuy, Yawarchakuy, Yawarchakuy 

Intention to purify and oxygenate the blood 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Place your hands on the shoulders and let the Tullunchakuy go into the bones 

Kallpanchakuy – bringing pure energy to your inner power and light 

Call Kallpanchakuy, Kallpanchakuy, Kallpanchakuy 



Send it with your hands to the first, third, fifth, sixth fourth and second chakra (in that order) 

Saminchakuy Exercise 

Make three crosses over the chakras from top to bottom 

Intend to close the chakras 

Or close by turn each one 3x clockwise starting with the 2
nd

 chakra 

Close the Wiraqochas 

Soul Retrieval  

Tracking Stone 

Select one of your mesa stones to be the tracking stone used for Soul Retrievals 

Do a journey or hold in your hand and ask each stone if it is your tracking stone 

Soul Retrieval 

Tracking stone 

Pendulum 

Wounds of soul loss document 

Drum/rattle journey track 

Grounding stone (mesa or other stone) 

Soul Retrieval  

Performed when you suspect soul loss 

Client feels something is missing and nothing else has worked 

Trauma 

Unknowingly created a situation where they bargained for survival (love, attention, 

protection) 

Can be from a past life 

Soul Retrieval  

Decisions may have been made unconsciously or in childhood 

Can have occurred recently or in the past 

Most people will have some type of soul loss event during a lifetime 

Some are not even aware of it because they learn to live with it 

Soul Retrieval  

Is the process of returning the disassociated parts of the soul energy back to the person and 

giving them medicine gifts for healing 



Only a shaman is qualified to perform this ceremony 

Typically requires two sessions or more since only one aspect may be done per separate 

retrieval 

Soul Retrieval  

Use the wounds of soul loss document as a guide. Present is in the last 6 months; past is 

older than 6 months 

Select the one most important wound from the list 

Create sacred space by calling in the directions 

Remove the Wound of Soul Loss 

Remove the energy of this issue 

Use your tracking stone and pendulum to locate the chakra where the wound is located 

Set the intention/prayer into the tracking stone and then hand it to the client in the left hand 

Client focuses on the wound and indicates that they are holding the intension without getting 

emotional about it 

Remove the Wound of Soul Loss 

Use the pendulum to find the chakra where the wound is located 

Place a grounding stone in the client’s right hand 

Place your middle fingers in the deepening points behind the ears of the client and allow 

them to relax 

Hold fingers on the deepening points until you intuit that it is time to open the chakras, this 

may take several minutes 

Remove the Wound of Soul Loss 

Open the chakra(s) of the client that is/are related to the wound 

Remove the energy of the wound using hands, feathers, ceremonial dull knife, crystal, or 

other implement 

Feel the release points and watch for the release of energy from the wound 

If it gets intense have the client cross their arms over their chest and breathe deeply until it 

passes. 

Remove the Wound of Soul Loss 

Place a cleansing stone over the wound area to balance and attract any remaining wound 

energy  

If energy is stuck rattle in a counterclockwise direction to move it 

Client – Shamanic Journey 



Client stays in place 

You can remove the stones they were holding in their hands if you wish 

Instruct them they are to go on a journey to their favorite place in nature somewhere 

pleasant and healing 

Tell them to simply observe anything they see with no expectation (animals, clouds, people 

etc.) 

Client – Shamanic Journey 

They are not in your journey the two are separate 

If the person is an experienced journeyer, then they may direct theirs accordingly 

The client should not touch you while you are journeying 

Shaman – Shamanic Journey 

Shaman does a lower world journey to the Four Chambered Soul to retrieve the missing 

soul parts and receive gifts 

Normally the client is on the table/floor the shaman lies next to them on the floor but does 

not touch them during the journey 

Shaman – Shamanic Journey 

Go to the lower world you may meet your animals, but they are not allowed inside the 
Chamber 

Find and introduce yourself to Huascar the keeper of the lower world 

Ask permission to enter the chamber 

He guards the energy of lost souls 

4 Chambers 

Woundedness 

Agreements 

Passions 

Treasures 

4 Chambers 

Chamber of Woundedness  

Represent the events and people who stole parts of the soul 

Sometimes you see pictures on the wall of the offenders 

4 Chambers 

Chamber of Agreements 



Soul agreements, contracts, promises 

Sometimes these were to learn life lessons 

Sometimes they result in soul loss and need to be canceled and rewritten positively 

Shaman retrieves the positive energy for this purpose  

4 Chambers 

Chamber of Passions 

Client’s connection to interests and power 

Shaman finds out how the client is connected to the sources of power (sun, wind, earth, 
water, rocks, plants, animals/birds) 

If the connection is not strong then they must find out how to rectify this 

Your spirit guides will help you with this information  

You may also see a client’s interests or what makes their heart sing in this chamber  

4 Chambers 

Chamber of Treasures 

Soul loss cuts you off from some of the gifts from spirit 

In this chamber the shaman will find the appropriate gifts to bring back to rectify the 
energy/soul issues of the client 

This is where you find the medicine gifts to retrieve 

Gifts from the Chamber of Treasures 

Power animal 

Soul Element 

Essence of soul energy that was lost 

Form/symbol of a personality characteristic 

Age/developmental stage 

Medicine gift – usually related to a missing soul element 

Helps to support the soul energy that is retrieved 

This can take the form any type of object, usually you will be told what it represents 
or how it will assist  

Gifting 

Open the heart chakra (3x turn) of the client 

Make a tube by creating two stacked slightly open fists over the heart center 

Do one powerful blow per gift through your hand tube into the client’s heart chakra 

As you do so send Munay energy into the heart chakra 

Seal the heart chakra with Florida water or a bell 



Closing 

Close the other open chakras 

Seal them with Florida Water or a bell 

Optional: place Florida Water in the client’s hands and have them clap it over their crown, 

third eye, and heart and then smooth down the outside of the body from the head down to 

seal the ceremony  

Closing 

Explain to the client the meaning of the gifts that you have given them 

Tell them about your journey and relay information in a positive and compassionate way 

Using your own discretion as to what to share  

Closing 

If you are ever given intuitive information about a client performing a specific shamanic 

ceremony, then reveal that information 

This is sometimes are part of their integration process  

Ground the client conclusion of the ceremony 

Release dreams are common 

Closing 

Encourage them to drink water to cleanse and release 

Sometime people experience a slight surge of energy over the next 48 hours which will 
dissipate on its own  

Schedule the client for a second retrieval if it is the first one  

Sourcing & Energy 

Sourcing 

Make sure you always know where you are sourcing your information/energy from 

Make sure you aren’t getting it from ego based psychic entities 

Are you being whispered spiritual sweet nothings?  

Make sure your connection to the four directions remains strong  

Past Life Curses/Karmic Issues 

Put on protective jewelry items before you begin 

Do a lower world journey (this is commonly where you will find them) 

Destroy the energy or agreement that caused this issue 

Other Curses 



Bruja curse 

Limiting Belief that keeps on being said 

If someone else is saying it get them to stop if possible 

Either in a journey or a firepit take those words and destroy it in a fire 

Closing Sacred Space 

Four Directions 

South – way of the healer/past/Serpent 

West – way of the warrior/move beyond limitations/Jaguar 

North – way of the teacher or seer/time/Hummingbird 

East – way of the visionary to see into other realms/new dream/Condor/Eagle 

 


